
Math 170A Midterm 1
February 10, 2017

• Please put your name, ID number, and sign and date.

• There are 4 problems worth a total of 100 points.

• You must show your work to receive credit.

Print Name:

Student ID:

Signature and Date:

Problem Score

1 /25

2 /25

3 /25

4 /25

Total /100
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1. (25 pts) Let A be an n × n symmetric, positive definite matrix. Given the following
start for a Matlab function:

function [R] = getCholeskyFactor(A,n)

R = zeros(n,n);

complete the function so that it uses the inner product formulation to compute and
output the Cholesky factor R. Use only basic programming (for loops, while loops,
and if statements; do not use Matlab’s in-built Cholesky function or vector-vector
addition and multiplication).

Remember, R is the Cholesky factor of A means rij = 0 for i > j and rii > 0 and
A = RTR. Also, remember inner product formulation formulas:

rii =

√√√√aii −
i−1∑
k=1

r2ki, rij =

(
aij −

i−1∑
k=1

rkirkj

)/
rii.
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2. (25 pts) Consider the mass-spring system below, with given spring stiffnesses and
steady forces on the carts. Write down a linear system of equations in matrix form,
A~x = ~b, for the equilibrium cart displacements, x1, x2, x3. Do not solve.

Remember Hooke’s law: the restoring force of the spring is the stiffness times the
stretch.

6 N/m

5 N 3 N 2 N

4 N/m 7 N/m 1 N/m
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3. (25 pts) Count exactly the number of multiplications/divisions needed to perform
forward substitution on Gy = b, where G is a nonsingular 100×100 lower triangular
banded matrix with semiband width 9: gij = 0 for i < j and gij = 0 for i > j +
9. You must efficiently use the banded structure and there is no need to count
additions/subtractions.

Remember forward substitution:

yi =

bi − i−1∑
j=1

gijyj

/gii.
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4. (25 pts) Let A = MTBM , where B is n × n and symmetric, positive definite and M
is n× n and nonsingular. Prove A is symmetric, positive definite using the original
definition of symmetric, positive definite. Also, make a note in your proof where and
how you use the nonsingularity of M .

Remember the original definition: B is symmetric, positive definite if B = BT and
~xTB~x > 0 for all ~x 6= 0. Also, M is nonsingular if M−1 exists; or there is no ~y 6= 0
such that M~y = 0; or the columns of M are linearly independent; or the rows of M
are linearly independent; or det(M) 6= 0; or given any vector ~b, there is exactly one

vector ~x such that M~x = ~b.
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